Top 5 Reasons We’re the Best Blu-ray Entertainment Server In the World
1. Mozaex does not require a disc changer to watch Blu-ray movies.
Mozaex doesn't require a disc changer and is 100% legal since it does not include any unlicensed decrypting tools.
As it is with hundreds of millions of personal computers sold every year, it is the user’s responsibility to obey all copyright
laws if they decide for example to download media, install decryption software or import media onto their PC or media server.
We offer an optional Cache 100 disc changer that only plays loaded movies when the physical disc is present.

2. Mozaex plays new blockbuster Blu-ray 3D movies.
We invented the Blu-ray server 5 years ago and have sold more Blu-ray servers than anyone else. We do Blu-ray the best.
With over 6,500 units installed in 25 countries we have more experience than any other company in the world.
Mozaex is the ONLY proprietary 3D Ready Server so your investment in 3D movies and 3D TVs is future safe.

.

Why buy a 2D media server that will soon be obsolesced by 3D? 3D movies accounted for 25% of all 2010 theater movie sales
with only 5% of all movies released! Now you can still watch your favorite 3D movie even after it has left the theaters!

3. Mozaex has affordable, 12TB Blu-ray 3D Solo systems.
No one offers the wide variety of affordable models that we offer including our award winning All-In-One Solo.
Only the Mozaex Solo 2 3D supports Blu-ray 3D and is expandable up to 12TBs!
The closest “all-in-one” competition to our Solo is an antiquated DVD-ONLY --- 2TB MAX. UNIT. That’s right ... DVD and 2TBs.
Compared to the closest competitive “300 Blu-ray 2D disc changer model” the Mozaex Solo offers the following advantages:



SAVINGS of over $20K than the competitive Mozaex Blu-ray 3D equivalent system.



GREATER RELIABILITY AND CONVENIENCE since Mozaex does not require cumbersome and unreliable disc changers.



TAKES UP LESS SPACE since it only requires 400% LESS RACK SPACE! The Solo takes less than 5U versus 20U rack space.

4. Mozaex plays photo slide shows plus online media.
Mozaex plays photo slide shows plus NetFlix®, VUDU®, Pandora®, Picasa®, and over 100 other online media channels!.

5. Mozaex is more reliable and maintainable.
Our 1.4% annual failure rate is less than half of other companies reported failure rates who reportedly issued mass product recalls.
Unlike some companies who custom manufacturer their processor boards we achieve superior reliability by partnering with
world-class manufacturers such as Intel® and ASUS®. We also don’t require the use of failure prone mechanical disc changers.
Finally, unlike other companies who have limited remote online access, only Mozaex offers a FULL System Remote Access utility called
SurePlay™ that reduces or eliminates failures and repeat on-site maintenance.

Notices: Pricing shown is MSRP USD for USA/Canada only. International pricing may vary. All specifications and pricing cited are subject to change including
competitive specifications which may have in part been obtained from the respective company’s web site. While Mozaex is shipped with licensed decryption
software that is used to play back optical DVD and Blu-ray discs, it may not be able to load or play some or all DVD and Blu-ray movies. Mozaex does not ship,
offer or induce the use of any unlicensed decrypting software on Mozaex products. Some or all online media services may not be available I your area and may
have applicable subscriptions fees. Trademarks are the property of the respective holders. Date: 3-14-11. Mozaex© 2011 All rights reserved.

